DUCT TAPE WALLET

Supplies

- 3 yards of duct tape
- Scissors
- Ruler

Instructions

1. Make one sheet of double-sided layered fabric 10” x 10”.
2. From this sheet cut the following:
   a. One piece 9” x 3.5” (Large)
   b. One piece 9” x 2.5” (Medium)
   c. Two pieces 4.25” x 2” (Small)
3. Cut 2-9” pieces and 2-4.25” pieces of tape. Seal one lengthwise side of each piece from Step 2.
4. Stack the Medium over the Large, sealed side up, lining up bottom, long edges and short sides.
5. Stack each Small in the Right and Left lower corners, sealed side up. There will be a gap between the 2 Smalls in the center of the wallet.
6. Cut 2-3.5” pieces of tape. Place half of each of these lengthwise over each side edge, then fold to backside to secure side seams.
7. Cut 1-3” piece of tape. Place lengthwise, centered between 2 Smalls.
8. Cut 1-9” piece of tape. Place half lengthwise along bottom edge, then fold to backside to secure bottom seam.
9. Your wallet is now ready to load and use!

Optional: Add a bit of Velcro to secure wallet closure